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romantic comedies and melodramas were very popular
in the 1930s, along with horror movies. if youre looking
for a specific genre to watch from those years, try the
horror comedies of roopkamalal ishq, which follows the

lives of four middle-class couples (three different women
and one man) as they attempt to get their husbands to

fall in love with them by any means necessary. its breezy
and tongue-in-cheek, but its the charm of the people and

writing that makes it worth a watch. locked into
conservative beliefs, ramlal takes his dysfunctional

family to the countryside and decides to get them to
believe in christianity. the film is hokey and simplistic,

but the ultimate virtue of the film is its high calibre
performances from the lead actors and a refreshing lack

of subplot. its a real riot to watch and gets a lot of
mileage out of a commendable effort to hold two very

different sets of beliefs together. streaming and
downloading this web series is easy. add this website to
your list and check it daily. 1filmy4wap.art host this site

and all new episodes are published automatically
daily.online is also checked daily to show you the most
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updated content. with only one previous film (socha na
tha) behind him, director imtiaz ali announced his arrival

on the big stage with a movie starring real-life lovers
shahid kapoor and kareena kapoor. jab we met

established imtiazs trademark filmmaking style, which
includes conversational romance and travel. suicidal

businessman aditya (shahid kapoor) bumps into feisty
geet (kareena kapoor, in a career-defining performance),

whos on the run from her family. they go from being
unlikely travel companions to friends to, eventually,

lovers.
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director karan malhotra works in a highly stylised and
experimental manner, delivering a truly unique cinema

experience. blending a diverse cast of seasoned
performers and newcomers, this documentary follows

the lives of indian street artists from across the country
who offer their artistry to a city that is fascinated by

them. these artists share their stories and sketches in an
informal manner. shot in a number of indian cities,

including delhi and mumbai, these artists use
performance, dance, music, song and movement to

create beautiful pieces in public spaces. satyajit ray was
one of the greatest filmmakers of our time, holding a

place among the pantheon of world cinema greats. his
films delved into themes of morality, politics, nature,
religion and philosophy in ways that still impact the
cinema of today, in both india and around the world.

director kaushik ganguly presents a unique brand of film:
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a tribute to ray and other modern masters, designed to
inspire new filmmakers. satyajit ray (1982) is at the
centre of the tribute with hand-picked musical score,

camera work, special effects and costumes designed by
ganguly, as well as the original brief written by ray

himself. this film is a vivid, magical and colourful tribute
to ray and his legacy. gangs have a history of being

described in negative terms: as unruly, violent or
predatory. in gang of killers, however, everything is

described differently. director ranbir kapoor uses the life
stories of three gang members - one a born criminal, one

who turned from street-fighting, and the third who is a
victim of social and economic pressures - to explore the
hopes and fears of a generation. shot in black-and-white,
gang of killers is a personal portrait of three men as they

struggle to survive in society. 5ec8ef588b
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